In this letter, we research the method of using face and gesture image sequences to deal with the video-based bimodal emotion recognition problem, in which both Harris plus cuboids spatio-temporal feature (HST) and sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) fusion method are applied to this end. To efficaciously pick up the spatio-temporal features, we adopt the Harris 3D feature detector proposed by Laptev and Lindeberg to find the points from both face and gesture videos, and then apply the cuboids feature descriptor to extract the facial expression and gesture emotion features [1], [2] . To further extract the common emotion features from both facial expression feature set and gesture feature set, the SCCA method is applied and the extracted emotion features are used for the biomodal emotion classification, where the K-nearest neighbor classifier and the SVM classifier are respectively used for this purpose. We test this method on the biomodal face and body gesture (FABO) database and the experimental results demonstrate the better recognition accuracy compared with other methods. key words: bimodal emotion recognition, Harris plus cuboids spatiotemporal feature (HST), sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) 
Introduction
The research of emotion recognition from multiple modalities such as speech, facial expression, gesture and electroencephalogram (EEG) has been an active research topic in affective computing, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer vision [3] - [5] . Just akin to facial expression recognition, vast majority of multimodal emotion recognition approaches focus on investigating the following two types of issues, i.e., the frame-based emotion recognition method and the sequence-based emotion recognition method [4] , [6] - [9] .
The frame-based multimodal emotion recognition methods usually regard those selected apex frames of the primordial video sequences as the representative emotion data to carry out the next feature extraction step and final recognition procedure [8] - [10] . For instance, Gunes et al. [9] present a frame-based approach to investigate the significance of temporal division or phases detection and division synchronization between facial expression frames and body gesture frames, and then they fuse the features Manuscript gained from two modalities' apex frames by means of utilizing two fusion approaches. Comparing with those framebased methods, sequence-based multimodal emotion recognition methods frequently adopt the entire video sequences as the fundamental emotion data for recognition [8] , [9] . Petridis et al. [8] contrast the performance of the framebased methods and the sequence-based methods for multimodal emotion recognition, and they employ Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and its other improvement forms to carry out the recognition of the entire video. Their results display that the property of two types of multimodal emotion recognition methods is probably approximate to some extent [8] .
In the territory of video-based action recognition, local feature approach and globe feature approach are widespread utilized [11] . Among those local feature approaches, two most emblematic approaches are Laptev's spatio-temporal feature method [1] and Dollar's spatio-temporal feature [2] method, and which are on the basis of of Harris 3D and cuboid respectively [12] . In accordance with Dollar's spatio-temporal feature approach, shan et al. [6] recently discuss emotion recognition from single mode containing body gesture and facial expression, and then integrate the collected spatio-temporal feature of the forgoing two modalities by means of canonical correlation analysis.
In deal with emotion recognition, it is well known that the fusion of multiple modalities will achieve better recognition performance than using a single modality [5] , [6] , [13] - [15] . Nevertheless, it is very important to choose an effective fusion strategy in this work. A good fusion strategy will improve the recognition accuracy whereas a poor fusion strategy may not result in good performance, which has been testified by a number of works in the literatures [5] , [6] , [13] - [15] . For instance, Gunes and Piccardi [10] , [13] independently conduct the emotion recognition problem from the single modality (facial expression or body gesture), and bimodal emotion recognition on account of the fusion form of the feature-level and the decision-level. Their test results reveal the ameliorating of recognition performance and robustness is received in the way of bimodal emotion recognition [10] , [13] .
The emotion information delivered by the facial expression modality and body gesture modality are rooted in the identical person and they are deemed to be relevant and practically concurrent to a certain degree [6] , [9] . For example, the literature of [9] decomposes the original facial expression video and body gesture video as the form of tempoCopyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ral dynamics (such as neutral, onset, apex, and offset), and its frame-by-frame contrastive result show that the temporal dynamics procedure of facial expression and body gesture are approximately synchronous [3] .
In this letter, we research the method of using face and gesture image sequences to deal with the video-based bimodal emotion recognition problem, in which both Harris plus cuboids spatio-temporal feature (HST) and sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) fusion method are applied to this end. We adopt the Harris 3D feature detector to find the points from both face and gesture videos, and then apply the cuboids feature descriptor to extract the facial expression and gesture emotion features [1] , [2] , [12] . To further extract the common emotion features from both facial expression feature set and gesture feature set, the SCCA method is applied and the extracted emotion features are used for the biomodal emotion classification.
The remaining of this literature is formed as the following. In Sect. 2, we give a introduction of the Harris plus cuboids spatio-temporal feature (HST) method. Feature fusion of facial expression and body gesture based on sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) is introduced in Sect. 3. Eventually, certain tests are implemented on the FABO database in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 concludes the letter and conducts some discussions.
Harris Plus Cuboids Spatio-Temporal Feature
In the next section, we will give a simple description of Harris plus cuboids spatio-temporal feature (HST) method. Just as the previous introduction, Laptev's spatio-temporal feature method [1] and Dollar's spatio-temporal feature [2] method are extensively applied in action recognition sphere.
Different from Dollar's spatio-temporal feature which in view of separable linear filters detector, the HST method employs the Harris 3D feature detector to substitute for separable linear filters detector [1] , [2] , [12] . In a general way, the HST method comprises of interest point detector, cuboids extraction, cuboids descriptor, cuboids library and cuboids cluster [1] , [2] , [6] , [17] , [19] .
Suppose b(x, y, t) represents the facial expression video data or body gesture video data, Laptev and Lindeberg define the following convolution operation formulation [1] , [11] , [19] I(x, y, t;
where σ and τ are spatial parameters and temporal parameters respectively, and function g(x, y, t; σ 2 , τ 2 ) signifies a three-dimensional gaussian kernel function [1] , [11] , [19] .
Then the authors again define a 3 × 3 three-dimensional second-moment matrix α as the following form [1] , [11] , [19] 
where I = (I x , I y , I t ) T represents three-dimensional derivations with respect to x, y, t. Ultimately, they present the following formulation to seek desirable interest point by calculating its maxima [1] , [11] , [19] 
where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are corresponding three eigenvalues and k is a constant. After taking the above procedure, the form of cuboids feature descriptor is applied to convert and describe the movement information of initial video data similar to Dollar's spatio-temporal feature approach [2] , [6] , [11] , [12] .
Finally, the HST method also exploits the brightness gradient conversion method, cuboid to vector transformations approach and the form of histogram vector to stand for those achieved cuboids [2] , [6] , [11] . The detailed information please see the literature of [1] and [2] . Figure 1 shows some instances of cuboids picked from the FABO database using the HST method.
Integration of Facial Expression and Body Gesture
Based on SCCA
In this section, we will review the sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) method and then apply it to extract the emotional features from both facial expression feature set and gesture feature set obtained in aforementioned section [17] , [18] . Let F and B denote the facial expression HST feature matrix and the body gesture HST featue matrix, respectively. Suppose that φ F and φ B are a pair of projection vectors such that the correlation between φ T F F and φ T B B is maximal, where the optimal projection vectors can be determined by the following optimization problem [6] , [16] , [21] :
where K FB = FB T , K FF = FF T , and K BB = BB T . In solving the projection vectors φ F and φ B , Parkhomenko et al. [18] use a singular value decomposition (SVD) [16] - [18] , [22] solution approach. In this method, the SVD operator is first applied to H, such that
Then, they expressed the SVD problem as a reduced-rank regression optimization problem and then imposed an 1 norm penalty on the principal SVD eigenvectors to achieve sparse SVD [22] . Based on the sparse SVD algorithm, they finally got the pair of sparse projection vectors φ F and φ B . Details of the SCCA method please see the the literature of [18] . By using the SCCA algorithm, we obtain two groups of sparse projection vectors φ F,i and φ B,i (i = 1, · · · , r), where r is the number of projection vector pairs. Then, we project the facial expression feature vectors and gesture feature vectors onto the projection vectors φ F,i and φ B,i , respectively, and the projection results are finally concatenated to form a composed emotional feature vector for emotion classification [6] .
Experiments
In this section, we implement a number of tests with single modality recognition and fusion recognition on account of the biomodal face and body gesture (FABO) database [5] , [6] , [8] - [10] , [20] , [23] . Four images of the FABO database are displayed in Fig. 2 .
In our experiment, we choose a sub set of the FABO database which incorporates 113 facial expression videos and 113 body gesture videos. The emotion category of the foregoing selected videos incorporates boredom, disgust, happiness, puzzlement and uncertainty. Furthermore, each video's resolution is adjusted as 256 × 192. We regard PCA fusion method, CCA fusion method and the method of [6] as our contrast approach. Moreover, before conducting single modality recognition and fusion recognition, we project the extracted HST feature and Dollar's spatiotemporal (ST) feature of two modalities onto low dimension by means of PCA method. We compare certain different dimension and display the best result in our literature. We employ the "leave one subject out" cross-validation strategy and two types of classifiers incorporating the K-nearest neighbor classifier (euclidean distance) and the SVM classifier to recognize various emotion sorts.
Firstly, we implement the single modality recognition in view of the HST feature and the ST feature. Then the foregoing fusion method are adopted to integrate facial expression and body gesture by utilizing two classifiers. The single modality recognition rate (%) and four fusion methods recognition rate (%) are displayed in Table 1 . In addition, the confusion matrices of SCCA+HST method under two classifiers are showed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 Fig. 3 The confusion matrice of HST+SCCA for bimodal emotion recognition using the K-nearest neighbor classifier.
Fig. 4
The confusion matrice of HST+SCCA for bimodal emotion recognition using the SVM classifier.
On account of the foregoing results, we can note that the single modality recognition in view of the HST feature method is better then the ST feature method. The possible reason is the ST feature is appropriate for the case of large movement variation range [2] , [6] , but in our experiment, the each video's resolution is not high and the range of facial expression and body gesture is not sufficient strong. Consequently, those video data can not produce adequate interest points and the HST feature method based on the Harris 3D feature detector may be more appropriate for this situation compared to the ST feature method.
In addition, from Table 1 , we can observe that four fusion methods are mainly better than single modality recognition. Besides, the SCCA method receives more higher recognition rate with respect to those contrast approaches under two classifiers. This is probable because SCCA method is capable of effectively learning the emotion information from both facial expression and gesture feature set. In addition, the memory size of HST+SCCA method and ST+CCA method are about 300 M to 1.0 G and 400 M to 1.1 G respectively.
Conclusions and Discussion
In this letter, we research video-based bimodal emotion recognition based on Harris plus cuboids spatio-temporal feature (HST) and sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) fusion method. A number of tests on the biomodal face and body gesture (FABO) database demonstrate the better recognition accuracy compared to other relevant methods. However, the method also has one major shortcoming that it can only deal with two modalities such as facial expressions and body gestures. To work out this shortcoming, we may can utilize multiset canonical correlations analysis (MCCA) [24] to integrate three or more modality such as facial expressions, body gestures, speech and so on.
